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care properly.

Practical and

easy.



Don’t just look after your floor. 
Protect a part of your quality of life, 
too! 

HARO floor coverings turn proper  
floor care into a child’s play ritual – just a 
few simple steps are all it takes.

From gentle dry cleaning with a broom 
to damp mopping the surface – our 
floors always remain spotless. Don’t 
forget the small details that make the 
difference in the long term: Felt glides, 
Teflon pads, polycarbonate mats if 
necessary and dirt-trapping mats that 
protect not only the floor but also your 
nerves.

But it’s not just about aesthetics. It’s 
all about a healthy indoor climate that 

The right floor care –  
made easy

allows wood to breathe and gives you a 
feeling of well-being. We recommend a 
room temperature of 20 degrees and a 
humidity of 30 % to 60 % – so not only 
does your floor feel good, but so do you. 

And remember: Quality floors love 
quality care.

Put your trust in HARO care products, 
customised for every material and every 
challenge.  
For commercial use, we are personally 
on hand to help you find the best 
solution for your floor.

Care is more than just cleaning. It is the 
attention to detail that makes your floor 
and your home something very special.
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Sustainability
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The HARO brand stands for floors with  
naturally beautiful surfaces.

To ensure that your HARO floor retains 
this beauty for as long as possible, we 
have developed a range of cleaning and 
care products that provide optimum 
cleaning and care while protecting the 
environment.

The products are certifiedwith the 
EU Ecolabel and Germany’s Blue Angel 
environmental label

They contain no microplastics and are 
environmentally friendly thanks to the 
particularly economical concentrate.

The bottles are made of 50 %  
recycled material and are  
100 % recyclable.

Of course, you can also treat all other 
hard floor coverings with the HARO range 
of cleaning and care products.



Basic cleaning
Cleans floors down to the pores and removes even heavy soiling. 
Can also be applied specifically to individual areas as well as to 
the entire surface. After extensive application, the floor should be 
treated with HARO Intensive Care or HARO Refresher for further 
protection, depending on the floor covering.

Intensive care and refreshing
For intensive care or refreshing floors after cleaning with 
HARO Basic Cleaner. HARO Intensive Care and Refresher 
increase the moisture protection and durability of floors.

Maintain floors properly.
Practical and simple.

Regular cleaning in 
everyday life
Removes dirt quickly and easily while protecting 
your floor.
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Black
White

For tips and tricks on 
how to clean and care 
for your floor properly, 
scan here Tip

Our intensive care is also available for dark 
and white oiled natural floors.



Cleaning and care 
of oiled floors 
∙  Natural oil surface
∙  Oiled parquet (naturaLin plus)
∙  Spa parquet
∙  Oiled cork floor             
∙  Linoleum floor
∙  Open-pore stone floors

Basic cleaning with 
HARO Basic Cleaner  
For basic cleaning of your floor, HARO Basic Cleaner is always at 
your side – stubborn stains such as rubber marks or grease can 
be removed effortlessly.

Application: Basic cleaner before intensive care as well as basic 
cleaner for heavily soiled floors. Wipe with a damp cloth using a 
flat mop.

Care with HARO Intensive Care
HARO Intensive Care opens up a new era of floor care for oiled 
floors – so simple that really anyone can use it. This avoids 
costs for expensive maintenance machines or craftsmen. The 
care product for oiled parquet, which is based on raw materials 
such as linseed oil, is 100 % solvent-free.

Application: For the initial care and regular aftercare of oiled 
natural floors with a Wischwiesel flat wet-mop. For spa parquet, 
the intensive care must be applied twice to ensure sufficient 
protection against moisture penetration. Clean thoroughly with 
the basic cleaner beforehand.
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Regular cleaning with HARO 
Parquet Cleaner 
Our parquet cleaner is more than just a cleaning product – 
it is a declaration of love for your parquet.  
Specially developed for modern, environmentally conscious 
households, it offers ease of use and environmentally 
friendly cleaning power.

Application: Wipe care for regular everyday cleaning and 
additional surface protection.  
Wipe with a damp cloth using a flat mop.

Black
White

Scan here 
for more 
information on 
the care range Before using the products, please observe the recommended care tools and exact dosage information on 

the respective product label.

SPA Parquet



Cleaning and care 
of sealed flooring
 ∙ Sealed parquet (naturaDur)
 ∙ Sealed cork floors

Regular cleaning with 
HARO Parquet Cleaner 
Clean your sealed floor with cold water.  
This saves energy and prevents unsightly streaks when you 
damp mop.

Application: Wipe care for regular everyday cleaning and 
additional surface protection.  
Apply with a flat wiper.
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Basic cleaning with 
HARO Basic Cleaner 
Let the effectiveness of HARO Basic Cleaner surprise you. Just 
half a dosage cap in 5 litres of cold water is enough to give your 
floor a new shine.

Application: Basic cleaner before refreshing and basic cleaner 
for heavily soiled floors. Wipe with a damp cloth using a flat 
mop.

Revitalise with HARO Refresher
The HARO Refresher is the key to making sealed floors shine 
again. It effortlessly removes the first signs of wear and 
micro-scratches while increasing the durability of the surface 
and protecting it from moisture penetration. With HARO 
Refresher, your floor regains its original beauty and shines in 
new splendour.

Application: To refresh the floor, apply with a Wischwiesel 
flat wet-mop. Clean thoroughly with the basic cleaner 
beforehand.

Scan here 
for more 
information on 
the care range Before using the products, please observe the recommended care tools and exact dosage information 

on the respective product label.
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Cleaning and care of
the MUTILVO wood  
performance floor

Basic cleaning with 
HARO Basic Cleaner 
Let the effectiveness of HARO Basic Cleaner surprise you. Just 
half a dosage cap in 5 litres of cold water is enough to give your 
floor a new shine.

Application: Basic cleaner before refreshing and basic cleaner 
for heavily soiled floors. Wipe with a damp cloth using a flat 
mop.

Regular cleaning with HARO 
Parquet Cleaner
Clean your MULTIVO wood performance floor with ease: 
with our HARO Parquet Cleaner, your partner for 
sparkling cleanliness and sustainable care.

Application: Wipe care for regular everyday cleaning and 
additional surface protection. Wipe with a damp cloth 
using a flat mop.

Revitalise with HARO Refresher
HARO Refresher is the ideal solution for floors with 
naturaDur surface finish. It effortlessly removes any traces 
of use or micro-scratches and protects the surface from the 
effects of moisture.

Application: To refresh the floor, apply with a Wischwiesel 
flat wet-mop. Clean thoroughly with the basic cleaner 
beforehand.

Scan here 
for more 
information on 
the care range Before using the products, please observe the recommended care tools and exact dosage information 

on the respective product label.



Cleaning and care 
of floors from 
parkettmanufaktur
by HARO
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Cleaning and care
of floors 
from parkettmanufaktur
by HARO
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Regular cleaning with 
HARO Parquet Cleaner 
Our parquet cleaner is more than just a cleaning product – 
it is a declaration of love for your parquet.  
Specially developed for modern, environmentally conscious 
households, it is easy to use and offers environmentally friendly 
cleaning power.

Application: Wipe care for regular everyday cleaning and 
additional surface protection.  
Wipe with a damp cloth using a flat mop.

Basic cleaning with 
HARO Basic Cleaner  
For the basic cleaning of your beloved floor, 
HARO Basic Cleaner is always at your side – a faithful 
companion that effortlessly removes stubborn dirt 
such as rubber marks or stubborn grease stains.

Application: Basic cleaner before intensive care and basic 
cleaner for heavily soiled floors. Wipe with a damp cloth 
using a flat mop.

Care with HARO Intensive Care
HARO Intensive Care opens up a new era of floor care for oiled 
floors – so simple that really anyone can use it. This avoids 
costs for expensive maintenance machines or craftsmen. The 
care product for oiled parquet, which is based on raw materials 
such as linseed oil, is 100 % solvent-free.

Application: For the initial care and regular aftercare of oiled 
natural floors with a mop. Clean thoroughly with the basic 
cleaner beforehand.

Before using the products, please observe the recommended care tools and exact dosage information 
on the respective product label.

Black
White



Cleaning and care 
of DISANO design floor
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Basic cleaning with 
HARO Basic Cleaner  
For the basic cleaning of your floor. Soiling such as rubber 
marks or grease stains can be removed effortlessly.

Application: Basic cleaner before refreshing and basic cleaner 
for heavily soiled floors. Wipe with a damp cloth using a flat 
mop.

Revitalise with HARO Refresher
The HARO Refresher is the solution to make your DISANO design 
floor shine again in all its splendour. It easily removes small traces 
of use and micro-scratches, while protecting the surface from 
penetrating moisture. This is particularly relevant if your healthy 
living DISANO design floor has been laid in damp rooms. 

Application: To refresh the floor, apply with a Wischwiesel flat 
wet-mop. Clean thoroughly with the basic cleaner beforehand.

Regular cleaning with 
DISANO design floor cleaner
The ideal cleaner for your healthy DISANO design floor. 
Specially developed for modern, environmentally conscious 
households, it offers uncomplicated application and 
environmentally friendly cleaning power. 

Application: Wipe care for regular everyday cleaning and 
additional surface protection.  
Wipe with a damp cloth using a flat mop.

Scan here 
for more 
information on 
the care range Before using the products, please observe the recommended care tools and exact dosage information 

on the respective product label.



Cleaning and caring 
for laminate floors
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Basic cleaning with 
HARO Basic Cleaner  
Let the effectiveness of HARO Basic Cleaner surprise you. Just 
half a dosage cap in 5 litres of cold water is enough to give your 
floor a new shine.

Application: Basic cleaner before refreshing and basic cleaner 
for heavily soiled floors. Wipe with a damp cloth using a flat 
mop.

Revitalise with HARO Refresher
HARO Refresher is the solution for restoring laminate flooring 
to its full splendour. It effortlessly removes the first signs of 
wear and micro-scratches, while increasing the durability of 
the surface and protecting against moisture penetration. With 
HARO Refresher, your floor regains its original beauty and 
shines in new splendour.

Application: To refresh the floor, apply with a Wischwiesel flat 
wet-mop. Clean thoroughly with the basic cleaner beforehand.

Regular cleaning with 
laminate floor cleaner
Our laminate floor cleaner is not just a maintenance cleaner – 
it is an appreciation of your floor.  
Specially developedfor modern, environmentally conscious 
households, it is not only easy to use, but is also an 
environmentally friendly cleaning power.

Application: Wiping care for regular everyday cleaning Apply 
with a flat wiper 

• Laminate floors
• PVC/plastic floors
• LVT/vinyl flooring
• Glazed and unglazed tiles
• Stoneware

Scan here 
for more 
information on 
the care range Before using the products, please observe the recommended care tools and exact dosage information 

on the respective product label.



Professional products for 
craftsmen for the initial 
and intensive care of oiled 
parquet

naturaLin Oil 
For the real wood experience 
Give your parquet the care it deserves. 
HARO naturaLin Oil is a supplementary 
initial and intensive care product for your 
parquet with naturaLin surface. HARO 
naturaLin Oil makes your floor more 
resistant. Every drop of oil is a tribute 
to nature and a guarantee for the 
long-lasting natural beauty of the wood.

HARO Oil Balm  
Care for your parquet floors with a 
bioTec oil/wax finish
HARO Oil Balm is suitable as a special 
care product where initial repair work is 
required on a stressed and already 
heavily used parquet floor with bioTec 
oil/wax finish. HARO Oil Balm is also 
suitable for treating the surface of 
unfinished, sanded parquet so that 
everything shines again afterwards.

Professional 

products for the 

craftsman.  

To be applied with a 

single-brush floor 

care machine.
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Application:  
For initial and intensive 
care, spray on thinly 
and evenly using a spray 
bottle and polish with a 
single-brush floor care 
machine. To be carried 
out by a craftsman.

Application:  
Spray on a thin and 
even layer of special 
care product for repair 
work using a spray 
bottle and polish with a 
single-brush floor care 
machine.  To be carried 
out by a craftsman.
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Original
Accessories

safe

coordinated

tried & tested 

You will find out 
everything about our  
HARO accessories 
here

HARO
Accessories

Safe, suitable, tested.
Discover the matching accessories. This means that every cleaning and care 
product has a perfectly matched care tool. We recommend the flat wiper for the 
cleaners. The HARO Wischwiesel flat wet-mop is suitable for applying undiluted 
intensive care and refreshing. This ensures even and gentle application over the 
entire surface and makes maintenance easy.



Overview 
of cleaning and 
care products

Professional products for craftsmen

Refresher
clean & green aqua shield

For refurbishing sealed and coated hard floor coverings.
Recommended care tool: Wischwiesel flat wet-mop
ID no. 412428

Contents: 1000 ml 
enough for approx. 35 m²

Oil Balm
Specially formulated floor care product for repair work and for the intensive care of 
white-pigmented oil/wax-finished parquet in demanding applications. Also suitable for 
the surface treatment of sanded, unfinished parquet.
Recommended care tool: Single-brush floor care machine
ID no. 403129
Contents: 750 ml 
consumption: 7 ml/m²

naturaLin Oil for first and intensive care
Used for the initial and intensive care of parquet flooring with naturaLin plus Natural oil surface. 
The oil penetrates into the wood pores and ensures deep impregnation, while giving the wood 
surface a unique natural appearance. 
Recommended care tool: Single-brush floor care machine
ID no. 412577

Contents: 1000 ml 
enough for: 150 m²

The application of care products can lead to visual changes to the surface
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Intensive care 
clean & green aqua oil 

For first treatment and regular maintenance of all oiled natural floors.
Recommended care tool: Wischwiesel flat wet-mop
ID no. 412427

Contents: 1000 ml 
enough for approx. 50 m²

EUEcolabel: 
DE/044/011 

Intensive care black 
clean & green aqua oil

For first treatment and regular maintenance of all black oiled natural floors.
Recommended care tool: Wischwiesel flat wet-mop
ID no. 412423

Contents: 1000 ml 
enough for approx. 50 m²

EUEcolabel: 
DE/044/011 

Intensive care white
clean & green aqua oil

For first treatment and regular maintenance of all white oiled natural floors.
Recommended care tool: Wischwiesel flat wet-mop
ID no. 412424

Contents: 1000 ml 
enough for approx. 50 m²

EUEcolabel: 
DE/044/011 

Parquet cleaner
clean & green natural

Maintenance damp mopping for cleaning natural floors 
Recommended care tool: Floor cleaner set 

ID no. 412425

Contents: 500 ml
EUEcolabel: 
DE/020/444 

DISANO design floor cleaner
clean & green natural

Wiping care for the regular cleaning of all types of resilient floor coverings 
as well as for the DISANO design floor.
Recommended care tool: Floor cleaner set
ID no. 412426

Contents: 500 ml
EUEcolabel: 
DE/020/444 

Laminate floor cleaner 
clean & green active

Maintenance cleaner for cleaning laminate floors. 
Recommended care tool: Floor cleaner set 

ID no. 412429

Contents: 500 ml
EUEcolabel: 
DE/020/444 

EUEcolabel: 
DE/020/444 

Basic cleaner
clean & green intense

Basic cleaner for all hard flooring before intensive care or refurbishing.
Recommended care tool: Floor cleaner set 

ID no. 412430

Contents: 500 ml

The application of care products can lead to visual changes to the surface



Floor cleaner set
For the application of all HARO cleaners Width: 40 cm
ID no. 407448

Cotton cover for floor cleaner set
Width: 40 cm
ID no. 407449

Wischwiesel flat wet-mop for intensive care/refreshing
The ideal support for optimum application of HARO care products. 
Even, streak-free application is child's play! 
Mopping surface 40 cm
ID no. 407639

With 3-part telescopic pole 3 x 50 cm

Cover for Wischwiesel flat wet-mop 
Washable cover for the Wischwiesel – made of microfibre
Width: 40 cm
ID no. 407640

Cover for Wischwiesel flat wet-mop for heavily textured parquet
Washable cover for the Wischwiesel – made of microfibre
Width: 40 cm
ID no. 408932

Bucket
Sturdy bucket made from recycled raw materials suitable for the 
Wischwiesel flat wet-mop and flat mop. Capacity, 20 litres
ID no. 408209

Polishing cloth
Special cloth for cleaning and care; also excellent for buffing and drying.
ID no. 403139
Content per bag: 10 pcs.

The application of care products can lead to visual changes to the surface

Care tools 
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Hamberger Flooring GmbH & Co. KG
Postfach 10 03 53
83003 Rosenheim
Germany

Telephone +49 80 31 / 700 0
Fax +49 80 31 / 700 299

E-mail: info@haro.com
www.haro.com
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Original
Accessories

safe

coordinated

tried & tested 

Nature's 
ally

HARO processes and
refines only high-quality, 
natural materials.

Tested and
certified

HARO Floors are proven 
to create a healthy living 
environment and have 
been tried and tested 
millions of times.

Manufactured
in Germany

HARO Floors are
manufactured exclusively 
in Germany and installed 
worldwide.

Over 150 years
of experience

For five generations, 
HARO has stood for
finest craftsmanship, high 
quality and responsibility


